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Machinery & Process
 F

Roto-Molding Machines Market: Comprehensive Analysis of the Development 
Factors in the Industry 

Roto-Molding Machines Market 2021-2025 report offers a
comprehensive valuation of the marketplace. The report
examines factors influencing growth of the market along
with detailing of the key trends, drivers, restraints, regional
trends, and opportunities. Moreover, Reports Intellect
provides a competitive landscape to the companies and their
strategic developments. Each segment is examined carefully
by articulating in sales, revenue and market size in order to
understand the potential of growth and scope. 

Click here to read more :neighborwebsj.com 

Undercuts in Plastic Parts | The Best Way to Mold Them
25/11/2019

Undercuts are protrusions or indentations that are parallel to
a mold’s parting line. Sometimes, undercuts are used to
create screw threads, locking tabs, and slots for switches.
Rotational molding isn’t the only plastics manufacturing
process that allows for undercuts, but rotomolding can better
accommodate parts with these features.

Click here to read more :gregstrom.com 

Research & Patents
 F

https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/352448/4325/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/
https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/352458/4325/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/
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Moving up the On-Site Sanitation ladder in urban India through better systems 
and standards 

Masons interviewed as part of the survey reported that a
septic tank costs INR 3.2 per litre on average, or in other
words, that a five cubic meter septic tank would cost INR
16,000 (USD 217). In comparison, a similarly-sized
rotomolded polyethylene septic tanks, averaging INR 16.3
per litre, can cost an estimated INR 81,500 (USD 1,106).

Click here to read more :www.sciencedirect.com 

Rotomolding Market News - Europe
 F

THE INVENTORS 2020 - Episode 10 - Rotomod Industry

Come watch our interview with Vincent MAS, ROTOMOD
INDUSTRY's President. Rotomod has specialized in
rotomolding since more than 45 years and the company sees
itself as a real partner for its clients projetcs 

🤝

 This
program was filmed by TRANSTECH, invention developper
https://inventifs-transtech.fr. A new web-interview shall be
poste each week ! (Translated from French)

Click here to read more :www.youtube.com 

Rotomolding Market News - North America
 F

Greatest coolers of 2021: Cabela, Igloo, Yeti, Coleman and extra
23/01/2021

As we continue to work through the ongoing pandemic,
camping trips and socially distanced backyard get-togethers
have never sounded more appealing. That’s why a decent,
dependable cooler makes for a particularly worthy splurge.
But with countless options available online and in stores,
which one should you get? Chief among your options are a
growing number of heavy-duty, “rotomolded” coolers that
deliver thick, dense insulation that’s superior to traditional
coolers, but they tend to cost a lot more than you might be
used to paying for a cooler — even hundreds of dollars more.

Click here to read more :shepherdgazette.com 

Rotomolded Containers Market 2026 Insights Analysis and 24 
Company Profiles (Remcon Plastics Incorporated, RPC Group, Zero 
Manufacturing, Dura-Cast Products, More) 

https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/352465/4325/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?redir_token=QUFFLUhqa3lNYlZTX0ZoZWxyMU9ZWWRJSTVhdlRRYzkwZ3xBQ3Jtc0tuVE1VMkh2b1ZIS05abHdwSUdxbHlqVlhkZVZRaE9oMnB1TEtGYmlCMC0wemNfVGR0STNJc0RVSi1TY0tfQ2dzZDI5R2JNbzBWeXQxTV9heldoNXFsSVQ0U1JhLVEzbDA2d0tKbW96aHNlQkRLRUl1cw%3D%3D&q=https%3A%2F%2Finventifs-transtech.fr&v=-bNDFHsTeww&event=video_description
https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/352464/4325/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/
https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/352437/4325/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/
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The Rotomolded Containers market analysis is provided for
the international markets including development trends,
competitive landscape analysis, and key regions
development status. The report provides key statistics on
the market status of the Rotomolded Containers
manufacturers and is a valuable source of guidance and
direction for companies and individuals interested in the
industry.

Click here to read more :neighborwebsj.com 

Find the Best Inventory of High-Quality Water Tanks at Plastic-Mart 

The team at Plastic-mart.com, an online marketplace for
water tanks for above ground and underground use, believes
there is no room to sacrifice the quality or durability of
materials. Plastic-Mart makes it easy to shop for the best
plastic tanks for commercial and residential use, with a
massive inventory of products sourced from the industry's
most trusted manufacturers of storage tanks for water and
other uses. Central to Plastic-Mart's operations is its close
relationships with manufacturers like Ace Roto Mold Tanks,
Advanced Drainage Systems, Aluminum Tank Industries,
Aquamate Water Tanks, and many more. They also work
with professionals in design, mold construction, and tank
production.

Click here to read more :www.digitaljournal.com 

ALORAIR CleanShield HEPA 550 green commercial air scrubber with variable 
speed airflow 550 CFM

ALORAIR CleanShield HEPA 550 green commercial air
scrubber with variable speed airflow 550 CFM, rotomolded
polyethylene shell, and clear control panel. It is the preferred
equipment for air purification. Suitable for home and
commercial use.

Click here to read more :twitter.com 

In the past few years, the ROTOMOLDING FURNITURE industry has gradually 
emerged

In the past few years, the ROTOMOLDING FURNITURE
industry has gradually emerged.More and more companies
have purchased equipment and began to produce
themselves. #risingsunrotomolding #Newlyinstalled
carrousel 2.5m machine

Click here to read more :twitter.com 

https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/352439/4325/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/
https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/352450/4325/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/
https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/352456/4325/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/risingsunrotomolding?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Newlyinstalled?src=hashtag_click
https://polyvia.kbplatform.com/source-article-de-newsletter/352460/4325/katia.zoppetti@dramsrl.com/



